Long-term changes of response in the inferior colliculus of senescence accelerated mice after early sound exposure.
Early sound exposure could alter auditory sensitivity in young animals. For example, the distribution of frequency tuning at the midbrain inferior colliculus (IC) is altered following early exposure to a tone at a moderate intensity level. Whether such neonatal change is still present in the old animals remains unknown. We studied the long-term effects of early sound exposure using a mutant strain of mice expressing accelerated senescence (SAM). Experimental animals were first exposed to a 9-kHz tone (53 dB sound pressure level (SPL)) for 30 days (10 h/day) after birth. Control animals received no tones. At the age of 15 months, responses of single IC units to sounds were studied electrophysiologically under urethane anesthesia. In the control group, we found an overall reduction in sensitivity to tones particularly at high frequencies, in comparison with normal non-senescent mice. Moreover, neurons exhibited increased spontaneous activities. These signs are consistent with accelerated senescence. Early sound exposure produced two effects in the experimental group. Firstly, IC units showed an apparent 'clustering' of best frequencies towards the frequency of the exposing tone (i.e., 9 kHz). Secondly, there was a further loss in sensitivity to tones particularly at high frequencies. Results suggest that early sound exposure has produced a long-lasting effect on frequency tuning of IC neurons. Acoustic overstimulation early in life may also accelerate the senescence of neurons or structures in the auditory system.